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VIENA
The #Vienacardigan is a versatile and 
easy to make cardigan inspired by a 

painting I saw in the MUMOK museum 
of Vienna.

The construction is
calculated to obtain a minimum waste.

You can adapt it to your size and the 
width of the fabric you use will 

depend on it. 

You will need between 1 and 1.5 meters 
of knitted fabric  of 1.5 meters wide.

Use a fabric with some texture or 
interesting color, the back of the fabric 

will be visible, take this into account 
when choosing your materials.

It can be thin or a little thick, you will 
get differents results but both are really 

nice.

I propose two versions to draw this car-
digan. A and B

The only difference between the two 
is the way to cut it, one produces less 

waste than the other.

For version A I also propose a cuff that I 
only recommend if you are using a thin 

fabric.

now.. lets play !!!

https://damarstudio.com/patron-flash-the-viena-cardigan/
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MEASUREMENTS

VIENA CARDIGAN

We will draw this cardigan using our own 
measurements. To draw the pattern lines 
you can use pins or tailor chalk. 

We’ll need the following measurements:

A: Shoulder

B: Armhole depth

C: Cuff circumference

D: Sleeve lenght

Don’t forget to add the sew alloance, 
for this project I recommend 1 cm.

VERSION A VERSION B
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DRAWING VERSION A

-Place your fabric on fold.

-On the fold line, mark out the half length 
of your fabric.

-From that point and inward measure 
the half of the shoulder (A/2).

- From there, mearure the half of your 
armhole depth (B) to one side and the 
other half to the other side.

-Join this two points together by drawing 
an oval. 

-Now on the right end of the fabric 
measuere two times the armhole depth 
(Bx2) This will be the crown of our sleeve.

-From this line towards the fabric mea-
sure the Sleeve lenght (D), making sever-
al 
reference points.

-Make another line joining this points 
together to make a square and mark half 
of that line.

-From this point measure half of the cuff 
circunference (C) to one side and halt to 
the other side.

-Make a line to join this points to the 
corners of the square. This will be our 
sleeve.

-Cut the pieces and let’s sew it.
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SEWING VERSION A

1.- Fold the sleeves and the 
left triangles (if making the 

cuff) in half facing the rights 
together.

4.- Sew the sleeves to the 
cardigan facing right sides.

5.-Made a simple hem around 
the edge of the 

bodicde and your Viena 
cardigan is ready!!

2.- Sew the sleeves on the 
sides and the triangles on the 

width. Turn outside out.

3.- Face the rights side of the triangles with the right 
side of the cuff and border it overlaping it at the 

end about 2 cm approximately. Cut the excess, sew 
around the cuff and repeat with the other arm.
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DRAWING VERSION B

-Place your fabric on fold.

-On the fold line, mark out the half length 
of your fabric.

-From that point and inward measure 
the half of the shoulder (A/2).

- From there, mearure the half of your 
armhole depth (B) to one side and the 
other half to the other side.

-Join this two points together by drawing 
an oval. 

-From the right end of the fabric inwards 
measure the length of our sleeve (D), 
make several reference points and draw 
a parallel line joining them together.

-In that line measure the armhole depth 
(B) and half of the cuff (C/2).

-In the end right of the fabric measure 
half of the cuff (C/2) and the armhole 
depth (B).

-Join these points drawing two lines. 
These pieces will be the sleeves.

-Cut the pieces and let’s sew it.
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SEWING VERSION B

1.- Fold the sleeves in half facing the rights together. Sew 
on the side and turn outside out.

3- Sew the sleeves to the 
cardigan facing right sides.

4-Made a simple hem around 
the edge of the 

bodice and your Viena 
cardigan is ready!!.

2.- Finish the cuff with a 
simple hem
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Your Viena Cardigan 
is ready!!!.

How is it?
What version did you made?

What fabric did you use?
I want to see it!!!!

Share it in 
our group!!

#vienacardigan

@damarstudio

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/vienacardigan/

